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ABSTRACT
The ability to quantify vital aquatic organisms in the 2–50 µm size range was compared between
five different flow cytometers and several different microscopes. Counts of calibration beads, algal
monocultures of different sizes as well as organisms in a Wadden Sea sample were compared. Flow
cytometers and microscopes delivered different bead concentrations. These differences between
the instruments became larger for algal monocultures and were even higher for the Wadden Sea
sample. It was observed that the concentration differences were significant between flow cytome-
ter and microscope counts, and that this difference increased with the size of the objects counted.
Microscope countsweremore accurate for larger (50 µm)objects because cytometers struggledwith
bigger particles that clogged the instruments. Contrary to microscopy, the flow cytometers were
capable of accurately enumerating cultured cells in the 2–10 µm size range and cells in the lower
size range of the 10–50 µm size class. Flow cytometers were also well-suited to assess low abun-
dance samples due to their ability to process larger volumes than microscopes. The results were
used to indicate which tools are suitable for ballast water monitoring: flow cytometry is a suitable
technology for an indicative and real time analysis of ballast water samples whilst only microscopy
would be robust enough for detailed taxonomical analyses.
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Introduction

The rapid and accurate enumeration of living aquatic
organisms is a difficult task for scientists and a techni-
cal problem of concern to the water treatment industry
such as in shipping, where the efficacy of ballast water
disinfection needs to be measured. Microscope counting
has traditionally been used (Lund et al. 1958; Utermöhl
1958) but this is a tedious and slow technique. Typi-
cally, humans count at a maximum rate of one object
per second, but in samples with low concentrations the
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counting rate is even lower due the longer time needed
to find an organism. Additional problems may occur
when the vitality needs to be quantified, i.e. whether an
organism is living or dead: the vitality of the organisms
will decrease during prolonged counting due to aberrant
counting chamber conditions relative to in situ condi-
tions (NSF-International 2010). Furthermore, the correct
enumeration of vital organisms at low concentrations
while simultaneouslymeasuring the size of the organisms
is even more challenging, as is the case in ballast water
monitoring.
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Ballast water of ships needs to be managed in a
way that ensures a discharge of vital aquatic organisms
below the ballast water performance standard of the IMO
(IMO 2016) and the United States Coast Guard (NSF-
International 2010). This standard applies to three groups
of organisms that are differentiated by size: (a) three
species of bacteria (<10 μm), (b) organisms in the size
range ≥10 and <50 μm, and (c) organisms ≥50 μm in
minimum dimension. In this context, minimum dimen-
sion is generally considered to be the maximum width
of the shortest axis when the organism is observed with
a microscope. Aquatic protists between 2 and 10 μm are
not included in the performance standard. For size range
(b) less than 10 vital organisms permL are allowed ondis-
charge, while for (c) less than 10 vital organisms per m3

are permitted. To swiftly and correctly enumerate small
vital planktonic organisms at such low concentrations is
a scientific and technical challenge.

The IMO- convention empowers Port State Control
officers to verify compliance with the performance stan-
dard for which the IMO has agreed on two approaches:
(1) a ballast water sample may be analyzed indicatively,
which would result in a quick, rough estimate of the
concentration of vital organisms, and (2) a ballast water
sample may be analyzed in detail to provide a robust,
direct measurement of the concentration of vital organ-
isms with a higher accuracy. An indicative analysis, with
a prompt result generated on-board vessels, would enable
Port State Control officers to stop ballast water discharges
in case of non-compliance. The IMO suggested sev-
eral techniques for the indicative and in-detail ballast
water sample analysis (IMO 2015). Flow cytometry was
proposed as a method for the indicative analysis and
microscopy for the detailed compliance check.

There is not one perfect method to enumerate all
three organism groups addressed by the ballast water per-
formance standard. Not only are bacteria too small to
be counted accurately by brightfield microscopy, their
abundance needs to be measured in terms of viabil-
ity (growth) and they are therefore not included in this
study. The ≥50 μm sized organisms are in a size range
that allows counting by low (×40–×100) magnification
dissecting microscopes but prevents their enumeration
by traditional flow cytometry (Zetsche and Meysman
2012). An important aspect is that the sturdy multicel-
lular zooplankton can be concentrated adequately using
plankton nets and gauze to enhance organism abundance
which reduces the counting error. However, the ≥10 and
<50 μm size group (hereafter referred to as 10–50 μm)
are usually counted at a higher (×200–400) microscope
magnification (NSF-International 2010). Because this
group consists mostly of fragile unicellular protists they
are more difficult to concentrate and thus to enumerate.

Problems in counting the 10–50 μm organisms by
microscope are related to several different aspects, which
include the correct determination of the minimum
dimension in this range and establishing their vitality.
Swimming organisms are certainly alive, but because
many protists are non-motile, a stain is often used to
determine vitality. Such vital stains are proxies that may
either indicate that a cell is alive (e.g. fluorescein diacetate
(FDA), 5-chloromethylfluorescein diacetate (CMFDA)),
or that it is dead (e.g. SYTOXTM Green Dead Cell Stain)
(Selvin et al. 1988; Veldhuis et al. 1997; Reavie et al.
2010; MacIntyre et al. 2016). Unfortunately, stains such
as FDA that result in green intracellular fluorescence in
living cells may not be absolute vitality indicators. A pop-
ulation of exponentially growing cells may contain cells
with a >10-fold range in green fluorescence, that can
make a visual decision on vitality in low-intensity flu-
orescent cells arbitrary (Peperzak and Brussaard 2010,
2011). In addition, the vitality of the organisms may
decrease during counting which constrains the amount
of time available for counting a sample. This could
be resolved by restricting the counting time but could
prove statistically unsatisfactory because the counting
error is related to the total number of enumerated
organisms.

In contrast to microscopy, flow cytometry is a tech-
nique capable of rapidly counting aquatic organisms
(Hofstraat et al. 1990; Joachimsthal et al. 2003; Stehouwer
et al. 2013). The sample flows through a cuvette, driven
by a sheath fluid, in which the cells are interrogated one
by one by a laser beam. The intensity of the forward laser
scatter is ameasure of particle size and themaximumpar-
ticle counting rate is in the region of 1,000 per second.
Moreover, the fluorescence intensity of a vitality probe
can be measured for each cell individually which leads to
a less arbitrary decision on vitality. As with microscopy,
flow cytometry too has its disadvantages. Flow cytome-
ters are expensive, bulky, difficult to operate, and, above
all, usually do not provide a visual check of the organisms
counted. Inanimate particles with green autofluorescence
may thus be mistakenly regarded as living organisms
(Tang and Dobbs 2007). Furthermore, the minimum
dimension (width) of non-spherical organisms is diffi-
cult to gauge correctly because the forward scatter size
calibration is performed with spherical beads. Aquatic
protists are rarely spherical (except from picoplankton
and nano-flagellates) and, in addition, some of them
occur as multi-cellular colonies or filaments (Hoppen-
rath et al. 2009). Each cell of a colony is not counted as
a separate cell with a flow cytometer, but rather the entire
colony is counted as one cell. Hence, if for example, small
cells (<10 μm) grow in a colony the flow cytometer may
count them as one organism >10 μm in size and thus
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assign it to the 10–50 μm size fraction of the ballast water
performance standard.

It is clear that both microscopy and flow cytometry
have their respective advantages and disadvantages for
counting aquatic organisms. Both techniques have been
applied separately to enumerate 10–50 μm vital organ-
isms in disinfected ballast water (Stehouwer et al. 2013),
yet the low allowable concentration of <10 vital organ-
isms per mL continues to challenge both microscopy as
well as flow cytometry. In this study, the more traditional
technique of microscope counting is compared to flow
cytometry for organisms in the size range of 10–50 μm.
Furthermore, the diversity of different commercially
available flow cytometer instruments is explored. Finally,
in addition to 10–50 μm organisms, protists <10 μm
were involved in the comparison because this group may
contain potentially harmful species that are not yet cov-
ered by the present day ballast water performance stan-
dard. The overall aim of the comparison was to evaluate
which of the two techniques was more advantageous in
terms of accuracy and precision to count vital organisms
and thus suited for indicative or more detailed ballast
water compliance monitoring.

Material andmethods

Instruments

Flow cytometers
Five different brands of flow cytometers were used: a
Becton Dickinson AccuriTM C6 (BD Biosciences, The
Netherlands), two identical Attune Acoustic Focusing
Flow Cytometers (ThermoFisher Scientific, The Nether-
lands), a Becton Dickinson FACSCanto II System with
Fluidics (BD Biosciences, The Netherlands), a CytoSense
(CytoBuoy b.v., The Netherlands) and a Becton Dick-
inson FACSVerseTM (BD Biosciences, The Netherlands).
Flow cytometer specifications and the abbreviations for
scatter (forward scatter (FS), side scatter (SS)) and fluo-
rescence (Fluorescence Blue-Green (FBG), Fluorescence
Blue-Orange (FBO), Fluorescence Blue-Red (FBR)) are
provided in Supplemental Table 1. Participants used their
individual commercial, instrument-related software for
data analysis.

Microscopes
Two standard microscope systems were used: a Zeiss
Axioplan 2 and a Zeiss Axiophot microscope (Carl Zeiss
B.V., The Netherlands) with brightfield and epifluores-
cence settings. A Zeiss Axiovert 25 inverted micro-
scope was additionally used for the Wadden Sea sample
described below. Counts were performed at 200× mag-
nification following Reavie et al. (2010), and for vitality

counts FDA (Invitrogen, Carlsbad USA, F1303 in ace-
tone, final concentration 5 μM) was used as an indicator.
For cell size measurements the Zeiss microscopes used a
calibrated ocular eyepiece.

As an alternative microscope technique, an ‘oLine
D3HM’ digital holographic microscope (Ovizio Imaging
Systems NV/SA, Brussels, Belgium) was also used. It was
operated with a 20× objective and its working principle
is described in more detail in Zetsche et al. (2016).

Experimental approach

The flow cytometers were tested simultaneously at the
Royal Netherlands Institute for Sea Research (NIOZ,
Texel, The Netherlands) on 12–14 February 2013 with
samples of an increasing complexity: (1) calibration
beads, (2) algal monocultures, and (3) a natural Wadden
Sea plankton sample, and compared to the microscope
counts (Peperzak and Gollasch 2014). The purpose of
counting size calibration beads with the flow cytometers
was to determine the precision as coefficient of varia-
tion (CV) of the bead size, which was measured by FS
as well as FBG. FS is an important variable in classi-
fying organisms according to size in flow cytometers,
whilst FBG is used as a vitality marker in protists. More-
over, FBR autofluorescence is used to detect chlorophyll
a-containing cells and, thus, to discriminate phytoplank-
ton (Veldhuis and Kraay 2000). Each flow cytometer ran
duplicate samples at two flow rates: a maximum and a
minimum flow rate, hereafter referred to as high and
low flow rate, respectively. The selected algal species (see
below) represented the size boundaries from 2 to 10 to
50 μm.

Calibration beads
To obtain actual organism concentrations from the num-
ber of organisms counted by a flow cytometer, the flow
rate, i.e. the volume of sample that is analysed in a certain
amount of time, needs to be known. Flow rates of the flow
cytometers were determined using TruCountTM bead sus-
pensions prepared at a concentration of 25,099 beads/mL
by adding 2mL deionised (DI) water to TruCountTM

tubes (Becton Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, USA). An
independent count made by the oLine D3HM resulted in
24,901 beads/mL, i.e. within 1% of the TruCountTM bead
concentration stated by the manufacturer. TruCountTM

beads were measured at both the low and high flow rates
of the flow cytometers, as it was expected that at high flow
rates with a less stable sample flow the counting precision
would decline.

Flow cytometer size calibrations were performed with
green fluorescent polystyrene calibration beads of three
sizes: 2, 10 and 51 μm (Fluoro-Max, Thermo-Scientific,
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Freemont, USA, catalogue numbers G0200, G1000 and
35–8), which were suspended in 2mL DI water. Their
uniformity was <5% for the 2 μm beads, <5% for the
10 μm beads and <12% for the 51 μm beads (Fluoro-
Max, Thermo-Scientific, Freemont, USA). The excitation
maximum for these beads was 468 nm and the emission
maximum was 508 nm. All bead solutions were stored
at room temperature and prepared fresh daily. For flow
cytometers unable to measure the large 51 μm beads
due to aperture limitations, a substitute of 44 μm large
polystyrene Dragon Green beads was used (Bangs Lab-
oratories, Fishers, USA, catalogue code FS08F) with an
excitation maximum of 480 nm and an emission maxi-
mumof 520 nm. The calibration beads were used tomea-
sure FS, FBG and bead concentrations. Exact FS values at
2, 10 and 50 μm that were needed to classify organisms
into the correct 2–10 and 10–50 μm size ranges were cal-
culated from linear regression equations of measured FS
geometric means versus actual sizes.

Comparative light microscope counts of 2 μm cali-
bration beads were made using bright field illumination
in a Bürker haemocytometer at 400×magnification and
counts of 10 and 51 μm beads were made using bright
field illumination in a 1mL Sedgewick-Rafter counting
chamber at 100×magnification using the standard Zeiss
microscopes. For measurements with the oLine D3HM,
samples were injected into a flow cell, scanned automat-
ically and holograms captured for subsequent manual
counting. Themeasured optical height profiles were used
to manually determine the sizes of beads.

Algal monocultures
Three different phytoplankton species from the culture
collection in NIOZ-Texel were cultured in a ‘mix-f/2’
medium at 15°C in a 16:8 Light:Dark cycle at 50 μmol
photons s−1 m−2. Approximate cell sizes ranged from
2 μm (Micromonas pusilla) to 10 μm (Prorocentrummini-
mum) to 50 μm (Prorocentrum belizeanum) in minimum
dimension (width). One to two days prior to the tests
the cultures were diluted with fresh medium to ensure
cells with a good physiological condition. On the day
of analysis, 2mL aliquots were stored in a refrigerator
until required for analysis. Short-term sample storage
in a refrigerator does not affect cell vitality as docu-
mented byGollasch andDavid (2017). Duplicate samples
were provided in two different concentrations: a low con-
centration of 10 cells permL, and a high concentration
of 1,000 cells permL. The low concentration sample was
obtained by a 100× dilution of the high concentration
sample using fresh culture medium.

Flow cytometers measured algal cell concentrations
(cells/mL) in duplicate at the two flow rates (low and
high). Prior to all analysis, commissioning runs were

carried out for all instruments using a high concentra-
tion culture of 4 μm Phaeocystis globosa cells, to confirm
the instruments’ ability to detect and determine phyto-
plankton cells by adjusting the red fluorescence detector
(photomultiplier tube (PMT). The number of cells to
be counted was preferably 1,000. However, because at
10 cells permL this would lead to an impractical count-
ing time and sample volume (100mL), a minimum of 25
counted cells was used (count error = 20%). This means
that a minimum of 2.5mL had to be counted.

Comparative microscope counts for the 2–10 and
10–50 μm size ranges were undertaken using 1mL
Sedgewick-Rafter counting chambers after adding FDA
using epifluorescence microscopy (green fluorescence)
on the standard Zeiss microscopes. Similar to the size
calibration bead counts, samples at low and high cell con-
centrations were injected into a flow cell, automatically
scanned by the oLine D3HM and holograms captured for
subsequent manual counting.

Wadden Sea sample
A plankton sample taken from the Wadden Sea was
examined using microscopy and flow cytometry and the
phytoplankton in both the 2–10 and the 10–50 μm size
classes were enumerated. A software pre-selection to
remove debris, detritus and cyanobacteria was applied
where necessary. Due to the low natural organism con-
centration in the Wadden Sea in February 2013 when
nutrient concentrations were still high, a sample was col-
lected at the NIOZ jetty (53.0 N, 4.8 E) one week prior
to the experiments and incubated at 15°C, 16:8 L:D cycle
at 50 μmol photons s−1 m−2, i.e. at standard NIOZ con-
ditions for growing local phytoplankton, to ensure an
adequate abundance of vital plankton cells. On the day
of analysis the sample was stored in a refrigerator.

Flow cytometers analysed samples in duplicate at the
two flow rates (low and high) and the two different cell
concentrations using the flow cytometer settings for FS
and FBR determined for the algal monoculture sam-
ples. The maximum and minimum flow rate of the flow
cytometers were set with the aim of measuring approxi-
mately 103–104 cells.

Plankton cells in the size range 10–50 μm were
counted in a 1mL Sedgewick-Rafter chamber for the
Wadden Sea sample after the addition of FDA using epi-
fluorescence microscopy (Reavie et al. 2010). The oLine
D3HMwas also used to count the 10–50 μm range. How-
ever, given the colour and fluorescence restrictions of
the D3HM, any count would also include debris and not
distinguish live from dead cells.

Finally, duplicate Lugol-preserved Wadden Sea sam-
ples were prepared using the Utermöhl sedimentation
method (Utermöhl 1958) and counted on the inverted
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Zeiss microscope, assuming that most intact cells in
the sample were living at the time of preservation. Two
microscopists counted the observed phytoplankton in
two different ways. One microscopist counted ‘entities’
i.e. a colony assembled of multiple cells was counted as
one object, as this is comparable to flow cytometer count-
ing, whilst the second microscopist counted every cell as
a separate cell, even if found in colonies.

Statistics

The Coefficient of Variation (CV) was calculated for
flow cytometer measurements as a measure of preci-
sion. It is the ratio of the standard deviation (SD) to
the mean (SD/mean)× 100%. The relative precisions
of the flow rates were also computed by dividing the
95% confidence interval (CI) of the mean flow rate
by the mean flow rate. The 95% CI was calculated
in Excel from n observations and the standard devia-
tion (SD) as:± t× SD/SQRT(n), with t from a t-table
for t(0.975) with df = n−1 (df = degrees of freedom).
The Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA test statistic and
the Dwass-Steel-Chritchlow-Fligner Test for All Pairwise
Comparisons were made in SYSTAT. Linear regression
and t-tests were also performed in SYSTAT. The signif-
icance level used was 95% (P < 0.05).

Results

Flow rates

The minimum and maximum flow rates of the different
flow cytometers ranged from 9 μL/min to 869 μL/min,
respectively (Table 1). These were in the ranges reported
by the manufacturers (Supplemental Table 1). At a low
flow rate setting only one instrument (FACSCanto) had
a relatively large variation (>25%). At high flow rates
most instruments attained a good relative flow rate pre-
cision near or below 10% (Table 1). Although a high
flow rate can lead to a less stable sample flow, the enu-
meration precisions were not lower than at the low flow
rates. The maximum flow rates of the instruments tested
ranged nearly tenfold: from 0.1 to 0.9mL/min. In other
words, the analysis time of 1mL sample was 1–10min
depending on the instrument.

Enumeration

Size calibration beads
The counts by standard microscopy, flow cytome-
try and holographic microscopy were comparable but
variable for all four beads without a clear tendency
among the three techniques (Table 2). A Kruskal-Wallis
one-way ANOVA test statistic was 2.3 (P > 0.05), and

Table 1. Mean flow rates (μL/min) of the flow cytometers at low
and high settings± relative precision (95% confidence interval of
themean flow rate/mean flow rate). Themean flow rates are aver-
ages of a total of 4 measurements performed over two different
days (2 per day) for all flowcytometers, except theAttune 1,where
only 3 measurements were taken.

Flow cytometer Low flow rate (μL/min) High flow rate (μL/min)

Accuri C6 9± 7 84± 12
Attune 1 22± 13 869± 8
Attune 2 24± 5 843± 8
CytoSense 77± 12 254± 10
FACSCanto 10± 26 107± 6
FACSVerse 16± 5 103± 3

Table 2. Total averaged concentrations of beads/mL for the size
calibration beads counted by three different methods: two stan-
dard (brightfield) microscopes, five flow cytometers (including
both low and high flow rate measurements) and the holographic
microscope (oLine D3HM). 44 μm beads were not counted with
the oLine.

Bead size (μm)
Brightfield
microscopes

Flow
cytometers

Holographic
microscope

2 11,500 7,386 8,833
10 16,275 15,616 21,691
44 8,563 13,962 –
51 14,347 8,784 17,952

Figure 1. Size calibration bead concentrations (beads/mL) mea-
sured by flow cytometry instruments at two different flow rates.
The dashed line is the 1:1 ratio. The solid line is the linear regres-
sion line.

the Dwass-Steel-Chritchlow-Fligner Test for all pairwise
comparisons did not reveal significant differences among
the methods.

Size calibration beads counted at the two flow
cytometer flow rates indicated that at high flow rates
relatively fewer size calibration beads were counted.
The slope (0.84) was significantly different from 1
(t-test, df = 16) indicating a significant underestimation
(Figure 1). In addition, the FS and FBG precisions were
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Figure 2. The precision of (A) Forward Scatter (FS) and (B) Fluorescence from Blue (excitation) to Green (emission) (FBG) expressed as
coefficient of variation (%CV) for measurements of size calibration beads by flow cytometers at two different flow rates (high vs. low).
The dashed line is the 1:1 ratio. The solid line is the linear regression line.

generally <25% although some values exceeded 50% at
a high flow rate (Figure 2). The comparison between
the low and high flow rates indicated that at higher flow
rates the CV of FS increased, hence precision decreased
(Table 3). The slope (1.55)was significantly different from
1 (t-test, df = 18) indicating a significant increase of the
CV (Figure 2(A)). FBG precision between the low and
high flow rates revealed that at higher flow rates the CV
was systematically 8% higher, hence precision was 8%
lower (Figure 2(B)).

Except for the difference in slopes between FS and
FBG precisions at low and high flow rates, the average
precision for all bead sizes together was similar between
FS and FBG and between low and high flow rates. How-
ever, in general, the precision of both FS and FBG at
higher flow rates decreased (Figure 3(A)). A considerable
variation in CV was also encountered for the different
calibration bead sizes, except for the 10 μm beads which
showed an average precision of 8% (Figure 3(B)).

Table 3. Precision of forward scatter and green fluorescence
(FBG) measurements expressed as the coefficient of variation in
percent (%CV). Precision was measured for differently sized cal-
ibration beads at low and high flow rates (FR). For reasons of
simplicity we only present the total average precision values cal-
culated for all flow cytometers.

Forward Scatter (%CV) Green Fluorescence (%CV)

Bead size (μm) low FR high FR low FR high FR

2 13 23 11 27
10 6 13 5 8
44 26 35 25 34
51 23 35 26 27
Total average: 17 27 17 24

Algal monocultures
Small cells, such as M. pusilla (2 μm), proved difficult
to count by brightfield or holographic microscopy with
the microscopy settings used in this study (400× for
the Zeiss and a 20× objective for the oLine D3HM),
irrespective of which counting chamber was used.

Figure 3. Precision of FS and Green Fluorescence (FBG) measurements expressed as coefficient of variation (%CV) of four differently
sized calibration beads as a function of (A) flow rate and (B) calibration bead size (μm).
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Table 4. Average cell concentrations (duplicate counts) in
cells/mL measured for three algal monocultures at low and high
concentrations with three different microscopy methods. Dashed
lines mean that no counts were made. (Mp = Micromonas
pusilla, Pmin = Prorocentrum minimum, Pbel = Prorocentrum
belizeanum).

Microscopy system

Species Concentration Brightfield Epifluorescence Holographic

Mp high 11,023 – –
Pmin low – – 12
Pmin high 3,963 – 3,678
Pbel low – – 121
Pbel high 1,174 715 814

The oLine D3HM gave an overestimation of the cell
concentration because the black and white camera
had difficulties distinguishing between cells and other
small particles. Therefore, only one measurement for
this species was made with this instrument. For the
cells ≥10 μm, the different microscope techniques gave
similar results (Table 4). The highly concentrated P. min-
imum (10 μm) samples gave nearly identical concen-
trations when counted by brightfield and holographic
microscopy. Good agreement was also achieved for
the 50 μm P. belizeanum between epifluorescence and
holographic microscopy. The counts from brightfield
microscopy were notably higher.

The counts between the flow cytometer and brightfield
microscope were very similar forM. pusilla at high con-
centrations despite the difficulty in counting M. pusilla
with a microscope (Table 5). In contrast, the differences
between microscopy and flow cytometer counts were
significant for P. minimum at both low and high con-
centrations and the largest difference was found for the
biggest species P. belizeanum at high concentration. The
smallest 95% CI (14%) for flow cytometry counts was
achieved forM. pusilla cells at the highest concentration.
The average CI of all five estimates was 55%. The largest
CI was calculated for P. belizeanum (145%) at its high

concentration due to the widely varying estimates of the
different flow cytometers. The large size of the organism
made it difficult to count accurately and some operators
reported clogging of the instrument. Clogging was less
problematic at the lowP. belizeanum concentrationwhere
the confidence interval was reduced to 59%.

Cell counts obtained from the different systems
showed that the cell concentrations in the three cultures
were not as originally intended for the low and high
concentration samples (10 and 1000 cells/mL, respec-
tively).M. pusilla concentrationswere in fact 10× higher,
P. minimum concentrations were 3× higher and only the
concentrations of P. belizeanum were more similar to the
intended concentrations.

Wadden Sea sample

The microscopists differentiated the phytoplankton they
observed as ‘entities’ (i.e. organism particles that might
include single cells and multi-celled colonies such as
chains, filaments and globular forms) and ‘cells’ (irre-
spective of whether it was a part of a multi-celled entity)
(Table 6). Cell counts with the bright field microscope
were a factor of 4–6 times higher than entity counts.
In the 2–10 μm size range, three flow cytometers deliv-
ered organism concentrations that were in the same order
of magnitude as the entity microscope counts. Both the
Accuri C6 and CytoSense delivered ≥ 10-fold higher
counts compared to the entity microscope counts. In
the 10–50 μm size range, most flow cytometers delivered
organism concentrations that were comparable to the
microscopic cell counts. The FACSVersewas in stark con-
trast to all other flow cytometers with very low counts in
both size classes, probably reflecting technical problems.

Higher flow rates generally resulted in a higher
organism concentration estimate (Table 6). The cell
concentrations were significantly higher (21%, P < 0.05,
t-test, df = 7) at higher flow rates. Only the Attune flow

Table 5. Average cell concentrations (cells/mL) for three algal monocultures: Micromonas pusilla (Mp), Proro-
centrumminimum (Pmin) and Prorocentrum belizeanum (Pbel) at two concentrations: ‘low’ and ‘high’. Averages
are calculated from duplicate measurements by flow cytometers at two flow rates. The overall average is the
mean of all flow cytometers± 95% confidence intervals in absolute (no. of cells/mL) and relative numbers (%).
Average counts for all microscope systems are given for comparative purposes from Table 4.

Species Mp Pmin Pbel

Concentration low high low high low high

Attune 1 40 9,465 30 2,625 10 515
Attune 2 55 10,470 40 2,505 10 80
Accuri C6 105 11,822 28 3,620 9 1,323
FACSCanto 116 12,770 – 2,914 1 56
Cytobuoy 143 11,100 43 2,670 8 266
FACSVerse – – – – – –
Overall average 92± 54 11,125± 1,570 35± 12 2,867± 555 8± 5 448± 650
Overall average 92± 58% 11,125± 14% 35± 34% 2,867± 19% 8± 59% 448± 145%
Microscope – 11,023 12 3,821 – 901
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Table 6. Average cell concentrations (cells/mL) determined for
phytoplankton in the 2–10 and 10–50 μm size classes of Wadden
Sea samples at two different flow rates. Averages are calculated
from duplicate measurements and combine counts from low and
high abundance samples for the flow cytometers. Brightfield 1
is the estimate of ‘entities’ (colonies counted as one ‘cell’) and
brightfield 2 is the estimate of ‘single cells’ (all cellswithin a colony
are counted as separate cells). Microscopists analyzed one sam-
ple each, whilst for the 10–50 μm size class two ‘single cell’ counts
were made.

2–10 μm 10–50 μm

low FR high FR low FR high FR

Brightfield 1 (entities) 1,133 579
Brightfield 2 (single cells) 6,646 1,088;4,185
D3HM oLine – – – 3,376
Attune 1 1,570 1,110 1,250 1,410
Attune 2 980 785 1,180 1,340
FACSCanto – 2,262 – 2,127
Accuri C6 10,027 13,349 1,496 1,539
Cytobuoy 12,195 13,390 715 901
FACSVerse 93 – 7 –

cytometers had higher cell counts at the low flow rate for
the 2–10 μm size range.

The oLine D3HM was also used to count the objects
in the 10–50 μm range. A total count of 3,376 objects
was obtained (Table 6). Given the lack of colour and flu-
orescence information for the D3HM system, this total
count would also include debris. An initial manual check
of the captured images of what was clearly identifiable as
phytoplankton led to a count of 422 cells.

Discussion

Counts made by the different instruments, microscopes
as well as flow cytometers, were mostly in the same order
ofmagnitude but did show noticeable differences. In gen-
eral, all instruments used during the experiments were
capable of measuring 2–10 μm objects. In the size range
10–50 μm, and particularly at low flow rates, the Accuri
C6 and FACSCanto systems reported clogging problems
whilst the CytoSense system could have been affected by
sedimentation effects in the sample tubing, whereby large
(and heavy) objects will sink to the bottom before enter-
ing the injector for analysis. All other instruments were
able to measure cells up to 50 μm in size. Flow cytome-
ters are known to have problems with blockages, partic-
ularly with environmental samples (Vesey et al. 1994).
Overall, higher flow rates resulted in lower calibration
bead counts, but this was in contrast to the observa-
tions for the Wadden Sea sample where more phyto-
plankton cells were counted at higher flow rates. Higher
flow rates result in more shear that may lead to the dis-
ruption of colonies into individual cells and enhanced
particle counts. Colonies were not present in the cul-
tures used. Phytoplankton counts in the Wadden Sea

samples generally mismatched between different instru-
ments, particularly for the 2–10 μm size range (Table 6).

Flow cytometer counts and holographic microscope
counts were similar for the 2 μm calibration beads, yet
standard microscopy counts were clearly higher con-
firming previous findings that automated tools are more
inclined to underestimate concentrations of particles
(Kydd et al. 2017). In addition, microscope counts were
done at low magnifications which would make the dis-
tinction of beads to other particles, such as debris,
more difficult andmay explain the higher concentrations
reported. It was further noted that the flow cytome-
ters delivered higher counts when using 44 μm beads
compared to the microscopes, whilst for the 51 μm
beads it was vice versa (Table 2). We noted that micro-
scopic counts are more accurate for larger beads because
cytometers are limited by the size of the flow aper-
ture. Less accurate cell counts for large cells using flow
cytometers has been previously recognised (Cunning-
ham and Buonnacorsi 1992). This was also reflected
in the cell counts from flow cytometers for the mono-
cultures, where abundances were clearly highly variable
for the large P. belizeanum cells, especially at the high
flow rates (Table 5). Clogging or sedimentation problems
already encountered with the calibration bead measure-
ments most likely also affected flow cytometer systems
for these samples. Counts between microscopy and flow
cytometers for the smaller algal monoculturesM. pusilla
and P. minimum were generally more similar (Table 5)
and would be less affected by clogging or sedimentation
problems.

A large variability between cell counts was observed
for the Wadden Sea sample and reflects key problems
encountered by both the flow cytometers as well as the
microscopists. Counting results by a microscopist are
possibly affected by a biased judgment of living cells and
individual differences in sample handling and counting
experience. In addition, microscopists are also affected
by the need to measure the minimum dimension of
each cell. Sizing is also a key issue for flow cytometers.
The microscope counting of Lugol-preserved samples
as either entities or single cells clearly demonstrates the
discrepancy encountered between the way cells can be
observed. Flow cytometers are not capable of making a
distinction between single cells within a chain and will
always count multi-cell colonies or aggregates as one
entity (Veldhuis et al. 2005; Christaki et al. 2011; Zhou
et al. 2012). Smaller cells will generally not be affected
by disintegration processes due to the shear forces of
the fluid flow, suggesting instead that the differences
between the cytometer counts for the small size fraction
are governed largely by flow cytometry gain settings that
determine the sensitivity for the smallest cells as well as
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the signal threshold settings. Despite all efforts to work
with optimal settings for acquiring data and the inter-
pretation of the data obtained from the flow cytome-
ters, it cannot be excluded that sub-optimal settings were
inadvertently used.

Ideally, an indicative ballast water analysis should be
done on board a vessel by a Port State control officer
or a dedicated expert and the result should be available
promptly to enable any non-compliance action before the
vessel’s ballast water is discharged completely in the har-
bour. This study confirms that the use of microscopes
is unsuitable for an indicative analysis of a ballast water
sample because microscopes are, in the same way as
other instruments, limited in their portability, and it can
take approximately one hour to provide a result. Flow
cytometers are also of limited use in Port State control
activities because most of them are not portable and
may also need comprehensive calibration after transport.
However, flow cytometers may be used for applications
where many samples need to be processed in a short
period of time. One such example is the performance
or proof-of-concept tests of ballast water treatment sys-
tems (BWTSs) because a large number of samples may
be processed to an acceptable level of accuracy in a short
period of time. With a large number of samples pro-
cessed promptly, BWTSsmay be optimised regarding the
minimum required treatment (e.g. dosage of active sub-
stances or UV) to treat ballast water to a level of discharge
compliance.

Results obtained by flow cytometers should be inter-
preted carefully and require further studies on several
aspects: (1) Additional developments are required for
an automated documentation of the minimum dimen-
sion of organisms. An improvement may be to consider
installing a camera at an orthogonal angle and to mea-
sure size using image analysis such as the CytoSense
flow cytometer (Malkassian et al. 2011). However, this
will add to the sample analysis time. (2) Additional
tests are required for natural samples, given that algal
(mono-)cultures with healthy organisms grown under
optimal conditions are not representative of samples that
have been treated, and thus may contain much higher
proportions of debris and dead cells. Detection tech-
nologies need to be challenged to identify living cells
in sub-optimal conditions which are expected under the
wide variety of physical, chemical and biological condi-
tions at ports. (3) Finally, because regulatory criteria are
based on cell concentrations, assessments of multi-celled
entities need refinement so that accurate cell counts can
be obtained from natural samples where chain formation
is a common phenomenon.

When samples are analyzed for compliance, we rec-
ommend that at least three measurements of a sample

are performed to establish a confidence interval of the
mean. To prove compliance with ballast water manage-
ment standards a detailed analysis with an accurate enu-
meration of cells according to their minimum dimension
and, at the same time, a separation of living and dead
organisms is needed.Unlike in certification testing of bal-
last water treatment systems, where samples include both
untreated (high numbers) and treated (low numbers)
samples, for compliance testing it would be anticipated
that organism concentrations would be low, i.e. the vari-
ability associated with high concentrations of organisms
would be of limited relevance. It is concluded that, with
today’s organism detection technologies, a detailed bal-
last water analysis that strictly conforms to regulatory
standards can only be performed to an acceptable level of
accuracy and precision when the samples are processed
by a trained microscopist. Flow cytometry on the other
hand is a suitable technology for an indicative analysis
of ballast water samples. Noting the shortcomings of the
organism detection methods as stated some changes may
eventually be needed in regulations as applied by Port
State Control to enable a robust indicative analysis of bal-
last water samples, which in turn would enable prompt
non-compliance actions to protect the environment from
the release of non-compliant ballast water.
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